The classical branch-and-bound algorithm for the integer feasibility problem (0.1) Findx ∈ Q ∩ Z n , with
has exponential worst case complexity. We prove that it is surprisingly efficient on reformulations of (0.1), in which the columns of the constraint matrix are short and near orthogonal, i.e., a reduced basis of the generated lattice: when the entries of A are from {1, . . . , M } for a large enough M , branch-and-bound solves almost all reformulated instances at the root node. For all A matrices we prove an upper bound on the width of the reformulations along the last unit vector.
Our results generalize the results of Furst and Kannan on the solvability of subset sum problems; also, we prove them via branch-and-bound, an algorithm traditionally considered inefficient from the theoretical point of view.
We use two main tools: first, we find a bound on the size of the branch-and-bound tree based on the norms of the Gram-Schmidt vectors of the constraint matrix. Second, building on the ideas of Furst and Kannan, we bound the number of integral matrices for which the shortest nonzero vectors of certain lattices are long.
We explore practical aspects of these results. We compute numerical values of M which guarantee that 90 and 99 percent of the reformulated problems solve at the root: these turn out to be surprisingly small when the problem size is moderate. We also confirm with a computational study that random integer programs become easier, as the coefficients grow.
Introduction and Main Results.
The Integer Programming (IP) feasibility problem asks whether a polyhedron Q contains an integral point. Branch-and-bound, which we abbreviate as B&B is a classical solution method, first proposed by Land and Doig in [20] . It starts with Q as the sole subproblem (node). In a general step, one chooses a subproblem Q , a variable x i , and creates nodes Q ∩ {x|x i = γ}, where γ ranges over all possible integer values of x i . We repeat this until all subproblems are shown to be empty, or we find an integral point in one of them. B&B (and its version used to solve optimization problems) enhanced by cutting planes is a dependable algorithm implemented in most commercial software packages. However, instances in [14, 8, 13, 17, 3, 4] show that it is theoretically inefficient: it may take an exponential number of subproblems to prove the infeasibility of simple knapsack problems. While B&B is inefficient in the worst case, Cornuéjols et al. in [10] developed useful computational tools to give an early estimate on the size of the B&B tree in practice.
Since IP feasibility is NP-complete, one can ask for polynomiality of a solution method only in fixed dimension. All algorithms that achieve such complexity rely on advanced techniques. The algorithms of Lenstra [22] and Kannan [15] first round the polyhedron (i.e., apply a transformation to make it have a spherical appearance), then use basis reduction to reduce the problem to a provably small number of smaller dimensional subproblems. On the subproblems the algorithms are applied recursively, e.g., rounding is done again. Generalized basis reduction, proposed by Lovász and Scarf in [23] avoids rounding, but needs to solve a sequence of linear programs to create the subproblems.
There is a simpler way to use basis reduction in integer programming: preprocessing (0.1) to create an instance with short and near orthogonal columns in the constraint matrix, then simply feeding it to an IP solver. The first such reformulation method, that we call the nullspace reformulation, was proposed by Aardal, Hurkens and Lenstra for equality constrained integer programs in [2] , and further studied in [1] . The rangespace reformulation of Krishnamoorthy and Pataki [17] applies to general integer programs. We describe these below, assuming that A is an integral matrix with m rows and n columns, and the w i and i are integral vectors.
The rangespace reformulation of (0.1) is
where U is a unimodular matrix computed to make the columns of the constraint matrix a reduced basis of the The nullspace reformulation is applicable when w 1 = 1 . Assuming that the rows of A are linearly independent, it is
where x 0 ∈ Z n satisfies Ax 0 = 1 , and the columns of B are a reduced basis of the lattice { x ∈ Z n | Ax = 0 }. We analyze the use of Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) (see [21] ), and reciprocal Korkhine-Zolotarev (RKZ) reduced bases (see [18] ) in the reformulations, and use Korkhine-Zolotarev (KZ) reduced bases [15, 16] in our computational study. We will review the relevant properties of these bases in Section 2.
When Q R is computed using LLL reduction, we call it the LLL-rangespace reformulation of Q, and abusing notation we also call (1.2) the LLL-rangespace reformulation of (0.1). Similarly we talk about LLL-nullspace, RKZ-rangespace, and RKZ-nullspace reformulations.
Example. The polyhedron
is shown on the first picture of Figure 1 . It is long and thin, and defines an infeasible and relatively difficult integer feasibility problem for B&B, as branching on either x 1 or x 2 yields 6 subproblems. Lenstra's and Kannan's algorithms would first transform this polyhedron to make it more spherical; generalized basis reduction would solve a sequence of linear programs to find the direction x 1 + x 2 along which the polyhedron is thin.
The LLL-rangespace reformulation is
shown on the second picture of Figure 1 : now branching on y 2 proves integer infeasibility. (A similar example was given in [17] ).
The reformulation methods are easier to describe, than, say Lenstra's algorithm, and are also successful in practice in solving several classes of hard integer programs: see [2, 1, 17] . For instance, the original formulations of the marketshare problems of Cornuéjols and Dawande in [9] are notoriously difficult for commercial solvers, while the nullspace reformulations are much easier to solve as shown by Aardal et al. in [1] .
However, they seem difficult to analyze in general. For an overview of previous results, we need the following concepts: if Q is a polyhedron and z is an integral vector, then the width, and integer width of Q along z are
The quantity iwidth(z, Q) is the number of subproblems generated, when branching on the hyperplane z, x in seeking to find an integral point in Q. In particular, iwidth(z, Q) = 0 implies that Q has no integral point.
Krishnamoorthy and Pataki in [17] studied knapsack problems with a constraint vector a having a given decomposition a = λp+ r, with p and r integral vectors, and λ an integer, large compared to p and r . They proved
and analogous results for the nullspace reformulation.
These inequalities partially explain why the reformulation techniques are effective: considering (1.6), note that width(p, Q) is small, due to λ being large, i.e., p being near parallel to the constraint vector. Also, for a wide variety of problems iwidth(p, Q) = 0, but branching on the individual variables would need an exponential number of B&B nodes: as (1.7) shows, for these problems branching on the last variable in Q R proves infeasibility at the root node. In other words, the effect of branching on p, x in Q is mimicked by branching on a single variable in Q R .
In a general analysis, one could hope for proving polynomiality of B&B on the reformulations of (0.1) when the dimension is fixed. This seems difficult. However, we give a different and perhaps even more surprising complexity analysis. It is in the spirit of Furst and Kannan's work in [12] on subset sum problems and builds on a generalization of their Lemma 1 to bound the fraction of integral matrices for which the shortest nonzero vectors of certain corresponding lattices are short. We also use an upper bound on the size of the B&B tree, which depends on the norms of the GramSchmidt vectors of the constraint matrix. We introduce necessary notation and state our results, then give a comparison with [12] .
When a statement is true for all, but at most a fraction of 1/2 n of the elements of a set S, we say that it is true for almost all elements. The value of n will be clear from the context. Reverse B&B is B&B branching on the variables in reverse order starting with the one of highest index. We assume w 2 > 2 and for simplicity of stating the results we also assume n ≥ 5. For positive integers m, n, and M we denote by G m,n (M ) the set of matrices with m rows and n columns, and the entries drawn from {1, . . . , M }. We denote by G m,n (M ) the subset of G m,n (M ) consisting of matrices with linearly independent rows, and let
It is shown by Martin and Wong in [24] , and by Bourgain et al. in [6] that χ m,m (M ) (and therefore also χ m,n (M ) for m ≤ n) are of the order 1 − o(1). In this paper we will use χ m,n (M ) ≥ 1/2 for simplicity. In the proof of Proposition 1.2, however, we will use a stronger
For matrices (and vectors
If B&B generates at most one node at each level of the tree, we say that it solves an integer feasibility problem at the root node.
The main results of the paper follow.
Theorem 1.1. The following hold.
(
, then for almost all A ∈ G m,n (M ) reverse B&B solves the RKZ-rangespace reformulation of (0.1) at the root node.
n/m , then for almost all A ∈ G m,n (M ) reverse B&B solves the RKZnullspace reformulation of (0.1) at the root node.
The proofs also show that when M obeys the above bounds, then Q has at most one element for almost all A ∈ G m,n (M ) (or almost all A ∈ G m,n (M )). Note that when n/m is fixed and the problems are binary, the magnitude of M required is a polynomial in n. [11] work show that the subset sum problem is solvable in polynomial time using a simple iterative method for almost all weight vectors in G 1,n (M ) and all right hand sides, when M is sufficiently large and a reduced basis of the orthogonal lattice of the weight vector is available. Their bound on M is (1.10) M ≥ 2 (3/2)n log n+5n , when the basis is RKZ reduced, and
when it is LLL reduced. Our bounds obtained by letting m = 1 in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are comparable, as far as the size of M, i.e., log(M + 1) is concerned. With RKZ reduction, both the bounds in Theorem 1.1 and the one in (1.10) require the size of M to be O(n log n). With LLL reduction, our bounds in Theorem 1.2 and the one in (1.11) require the size of M to be O(n 2 ). Hence, our results generalize the solvability results of [12] from subset sum problems to bounded integer programs; also, we prove them via branch-and-bound, an algorithm considered inefficient from the theoretical point of view. Proposition 1.1 gives another indication why the reformulations are relatively easy. One can observe that det(AA T ) can be quite large even for moderate values of M , if A ∈ G m,n (M ) is a random matrix with m ≤ n, although we could not find any theoretical studies on the subject. For instance, for a random A ∈ G 4,30 (100) we found det(AA T ) to be of the order 10 18 . While we cannot give a tight upper bound on the size of the B&B tree in terms of this determinant, we are able to bound the width of the reformulations along the last unit vector for any A (i.e., not just almost all). Proposition 1.1. If Q R is computed using RKZ reduction, then
Also, if A has independent rows, and Q N is computed using RKZ reduction, then
The same results hold for the LLL-reformulations, if √ n and √ n − m are replaced by 2 (n−1)/4 and 2 (n−m−1)/4 , respectively. Remark 1.1. As described in Section 5 of [17] , and in [26] for the nullspace reformulation, directions achieving the same widths exist in Q, and they can be quickly computed. For instance, if p is the last row of U −1 , then width(e n , Q R ) = width(p, Q).
A practitioner of integer programming may ask for the value of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Proposition 1.2 and a computational study put these results into a more practical perspective. Proposition 1.2 shows that when m and n are not too large, already fairly small values of M guarantee that the RKZ-nullspace reformulation (which has the smallest bound on M ) of the majority of binary integer programs get solved at the root node. all b right hand sides, reverse B&B solves the RKZnullspace reformulation of (1.14) Ax = b x ∈ {0, 1} n at the root node. The same is true for 99% of A ∈ G m,n (M ), if M is as shown in the fourth column.
Note that 2 n−m is the best upper bound one can give on the number of nodes when B&B is run on the original formulation (1.14); also, randomly generated IPs with n − m = 30 are nontrivial even for commercial solvers.
According to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, random integer programs with coefficients drawn from { 1, . . . , M } should get easier, as M grows. Our computational study confirms this somewhat counterintuitive hypothesis on the family of marketshare problems of Cornuéjols and Dawande in [9] .
We generated twelve 5 by 40 and twelve 10 by 40 matrices with entries drawn from {1, . . . , M } with M = 100, 1000, and 10000 (this is 72 matrices overall), set b = Ae/2 , where e is the vector of all ones, and constructed the instances of type (1.14), and
The latter of these are a relaxed version, which correspond to trying to find an almost-equal market split. Table 2 shows the average number of nodes (rounded to the nearest integer) that the commercial IP solver CPLEX 9.0 took to solve the rangespace reformulation of the inequality-and the nullspace reformulation of the equality-constrained 5 by 40 problems. Analogous results are listed in Table 3 for the 10 by 40 instances. 100  17532  38885  1000  1254  22900  10000  201  1976   Table 2 : Average number of B&B nodes to solve the inequality-and equality-constrained marketshare problems. Here m = 5, and n = 40. 100  20  1350  1000  5  72  10000  0  9   Table 3 : Average number of B&B nodes to solve the inequality-and equality-constrained marketshare problems. Here m = 10, and n = 40.
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Since RKZ reformulation is not implemented in any software that we know of, we used the KorkhineZolotarev (KZ) reduction routine from the NTL library [27] . For brevity we only report the number of B&B nodes and not the actual computing times.
With m = 5, and n = 40, all equality-constrained instances turned out to be infeasible, except two, corresponding to M = 100. Among the inequality constrained problems there were fifteen feasible ones: all twelve with M = 100 and three with M = 1000. Since
Two remarks are in order. First, in the original marketshare problems in [9] n is always equal to 10(m− 1): we generated problems with more constraints for more variety. Second, CPLEX reports that a problem solves with 0 B&B nodes, if it gets solved by cutting planes, and preprocessing only, and this is what happens for most of the equality constrained problems, when m = 10 and n = 40.
Overall, Tables 2 and 3 confirm the theoretical findings of the paper: the reformulations of random integer programs become easier as the size of the coefficients grow.
In Section 2 we introduce further notation and give the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Further Notation and Proofs
A lattice is a set of the form
where B is a real matrix with r independent columns, called a basis of L and r is called the rank of L.
The Euclidean norm of a shortest nonzero vector in L is denoted by λ 1 (L), and Hermite's constant is
We define (2.18)
A matrix A defines two lattices that we are interested in: 
We do not define LLL and RKZ reducedness formally, only collect their properties that we will use below:
(2) if b 1 , . . . , b r is LLL reduced, then
Proof. Statements (2.22) and (2.23) are proven in [18] , and (2.24) is shown in [21] . We now consider the inequalities
which hold when the basis is LLL reduced. Multiplying them, and using b *
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a polyhedron Let y r,1 and y r,2 denote the maximum and the minimum of y r over P . WritingB for the matrix composed of the first r − 1 columns of B and b r for the last column, it holds that there is y 1 , y 2 ∈ R r−1 such thatBy 1 + b r y r,1 andBy 2 + b r y r,2 are in P . So After branching on y r , . . . , y i+1 , each subproblem is defined by a matrix formed of the first i columns of B, and bound vectors, which are translates of and w by the same vector. Hence the above proof implies that the width along e i in each of these subproblems is at most Proof. We first prove (2) . For v, a fixed nonzero vector in Z n , consider the equation There are at most M m(n−1) matrices in G m,n (M ) that satisfy (2.31): if the components of n − 1 columns of A are fixed, then the components of the column corresponding to a nonzero entry of v are determined from (2.31).
The number of vectors in Z n with norm at most r is at most (2 r + 1) n : if v ∈ Z n satisfies v ≤ r, then |v i | ≤ r for all i, hence |v i | ≤ r for all i. Also, the number of matrices in G m,n (M ) is M mn χ m,n (M ). Therefore the sought ratio is bounded by An argument like the one in the proof of (2) shows that for fixed (v 1 ; v 2 ) ∈ Z m+n with v 2 = 0, there are at most M m(n−1) matrices in G m,n (M ) that satisfy (2.32).
The number of vectors in Z n+m with norm at most r is at most (2 r + 1) n+m , and the number of matrices to conclude
2/(n−m)
. Plugging (2.46) and (1.9) into (2.44) gives a valid lower bound for M . We use the values = 0.1 and = 0.01 and dynamic programming to exactly find the values of N (n, r), to obtain Table 1 . We note that in general N (n, r) is hard to compute, or find good upper bounds for; however for small values of n and r a simple dynamic programming algorithm finds the exact value quickly.
